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1 Introduction 

 
SafeTpack is an essential element in any safety-related system based on the Infineon AURIX™ 2nd generation 

microcontroller.  This application note covers the basic process required to apply it in real safety-related 

systems, in accordance with the Infineon AURIX™ Safety Manual guidance.  This includes getting from the 

project safety goals, through the FMEDA (Failure Mode and Effect Diagnostic Analysis) to the final 

implementation. 

 

The AURIX™ microcontroller hardware and SafeTpack software are intended to be used together as an 

element of an Electrical/Electronic (E/E) system as defined by the functional safety standard ISO 26262 “Road 

vehicles – Functional safety”. It is developed as a Safety Element out of Context (SEooC) in accordance with 

the ISO 26262-10.  

 

Safety requirements from the AURIX™ Safety Concept are allocated to either microcontroller hardware or  

External Safety Measures (ESM) - the SafeTpack software implements several of these ESMs   The AURIX™ 

microcontroller generation implements almost all computation safety mechanisms to detect single-point faults in 

hardware, but some software support is required to access them.  How this is done will be described in this 

application note.. 

 

Implementing a safety system is not a trivial task and every project will be different.  The entire subject cannot 

be addressed in an introductory document such as this but Hitex can provide practical assistance with the 

implementation of your safety application so please contact our local office if you have any questions. 

 

Note: the TC377 will be used as the example device but the principles outlined here apply to all AURIX™ 

TC3xx variants. 
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2 Converting Safety Goals Into Safety Measures 

 

The target ASIL for the application will be derived from a safety analysis of application, according to ISO26262-

3. This will result in an ASIL. From the ASIL, the required single point fault metric and latent fault metric values 

and FIT rate for the microcontroller (Probabilistic Metric for random Hardware Failures) can be found: 

 

Table 1 SPF: ISO26262-5: Table 4 

 

B: >= 90% C: >= 97% D: >= 99% 

 

Table 2 LFM: ISO26262-5: Table 5 

 

B: >= 60% C: >= 80% D: >= 90% 

 

Table 3 FIT rate for CPU for random HW failures: ISO26262-5: Table 6 

 

D: < 10-8 h-1 

C: < 10-7 h-1 

B: < 10-7 h-1 

 

To go any further requires the TC37x_Safety_Package_v4_0 from Infineon. This can be obtained from their 

Field Application Engineers or directly from Infineon’s website under “MyICP”: 

 

https://myicp.infineon.com/sites/microcontrollers-

aurix_customer_doc/Lists/MyICP%20Customer%20Documentation/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites

%2fmicrocontrollers%2daurix%5fcustomer%5fdoc%2fLists%2fMyICP%20Customer%20Documentation%2fAUR

IX%20TC3xx%2f00%20AURIX%20TC3xx%20General%2f02%20Safety%20Documentation%2f11%20Safety%

20Packages&FolderCTID=0x012000B94988D6A9244F998169D54E334B9D770055B04CF3DAD0CA40964BE

073811B26D9 

 

You will need to create a MyICP account to access this link. 

 

The package contains all the manuals and other documentation 

required to plan and implement a safety-related system based on 

the TC37x. 

 

At this stage, the most important items are the Safety Analysis 

Report, FMEDA (Failure Mode Effect and Diagnostic Analysis) 

and AURIX™ Safety Manual.   

  

https://myicp.infineon.com/sites/microcontrollers-aurix_customer_doc/Lists/MyICP%20Customer%20Documentation/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fmicrocontrollers%2daurix%5fcustomer%5fdoc%2fLists%2fMyICP%20Customer%20Documentation%2fAURIX%20TC3xx%2f00%20AURIX%20TC3xx%20General%2f02%20Safety%20Documentation%2f11%20Safety%20Packages&FolderCTID=0x012000B94988D6A9244F998169D54E334B9D770055B04CF3DAD0CA40964BE073811B26D9
https://myicp.infineon.com/sites/microcontrollers-aurix_customer_doc/Lists/MyICP%20Customer%20Documentation/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fmicrocontrollers%2daurix%5fcustomer%5fdoc%2fLists%2fMyICP%20Customer%20Documentation%2fAURIX%20TC3xx%2f00%20AURIX%20TC3xx%20General%2f02%20Safety%20Documentation%2f11%20Safety%20Packages&FolderCTID=0x012000B94988D6A9244F998169D54E334B9D770055B04CF3DAD0CA40964BE073811B26D9
https://myicp.infineon.com/sites/microcontrollers-aurix_customer_doc/Lists/MyICP%20Customer%20Documentation/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fmicrocontrollers%2daurix%5fcustomer%5fdoc%2fLists%2fMyICP%20Customer%20Documentation%2fAURIX%20TC3xx%2f00%20AURIX%20TC3xx%20General%2f02%20Safety%20Documentation%2f11%20Safety%20Packages&FolderCTID=0x012000B94988D6A9244F998169D54E334B9D770055B04CF3DAD0CA40964BE073811B26D9
https://myicp.infineon.com/sites/microcontrollers-aurix_customer_doc/Lists/MyICP%20Customer%20Documentation/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fmicrocontrollers%2daurix%5fcustomer%5fdoc%2fLists%2fMyICP%20Customer%20Documentation%2fAURIX%20TC3xx%2f00%20AURIX%20TC3xx%20General%2f02%20Safety%20Documentation%2f11%20Safety%20Packages&FolderCTID=0x012000B94988D6A9244F998169D54E334B9D770055B04CF3DAD0CA40964BE073811B26D9
https://myicp.infineon.com/sites/microcontrollers-aurix_customer_doc/Lists/MyICP%20Customer%20Documentation/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fmicrocontrollers%2daurix%5fcustomer%5fdoc%2fLists%2fMyICP%20Customer%20Documentation%2fAURIX%20TC3xx%2f00%20AURIX%20TC3xx%20General%2f02%20Safety%20Documentation%2f11%20Safety%20Packages&FolderCTID=0x012000B94988D6A9244F998169D54E334B9D770055B04CF3DAD0CA40964BE073811B26D9
https://myicp.infineon.com/sites/microcontrollers-aurix_customer_doc/Lists/MyICP%20Customer%20Documentation/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fmicrocontrollers%2daurix%5fcustomer%5fdoc%2fLists%2fMyICP%20Customer%20Documentation%2fAURIX%20TC3xx%2f00%20AURIX%20TC3xx%20General%2f02%20Safety%20Documentation%2f11%20Safety%20Packages&FolderCTID=0x012000B94988D6A9244F998169D54E334B9D770055B04CF3DAD0CA40964BE073811B26D9
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2.1 Using the Aurix FMEDA Spreadsheet 

The FMEDA is now required to allow the necessary safety measures to be identified to meet your safety goals.  

It allows calculation of overall AURIXTM Probabilistic Metric for random Hardware Failures (PMHF) FIT Rate, 

SPFM and LFM after diagnostic measures from Safety Manual are applied. It is based on Siemens SN29500-2 

silicon reliability predictions and is probably the most complex spreadsheet you will ever see. Exactly which 

safety measures are required is usually the result of an iterative process based on the “tuning” the FMEDA 

safety measures sheet until an acceptable SFM, LFM and overall FIT rate are achieved.    

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 FMEDA Results Sheet 

As supplied, the default configuration is ASIL-D but this has just Core0 enabled for safety use and no 

peripherals apart from STM0, so it is not representative of any real application. Be aware that it also has a large 

number of safety measures enabled which require you implement a potentially large number of extra safety 

measures to suit your application. The ISO26262 operating profile of 125degC and a 20-year (10000 hours) 

lifetime are assumed. The component FMEDA and safety measures worksheets now need to be adjusted define 

what diagnostics measures are needed to meet the target SPF, LFM and FIT for the project.   

 

The component FMEDA sheet needs to be updated based on your proposed hardware design and includes 

such things as:   

 

1. How many CPU cores will be used for safety functions? 

2. How much SRAM will used for safety-related functions? 

3. Which peripherals will be used? 

4. How many GPIO pins will be used? 
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The safety measures sheet is used to select which safety measures from the safety manual you intend to 

implement. The result is that the SPFM, LFM and FIT Rate will automatically be calculated. It can take some 

experimentation to get an acceptable result for your target ASIL and there is often more than one combination of 

safety measures that will yield the desired values. Usually the least expensive solution is the one to take! 

 

A typical ASIL-C Configuration (TC377) might be: 

 

1. Core 0 & core 1 running safety functions 

2. Core 2 running non-safety code 

3. 50% PFLASH usage for safety-related code 

4. 50% SRAM usage for safety-related code 

5. Peripherals QSPI, GTM-TIM, GTM-TOM, VADC, GPT, STM0, STM1, DMA active and employed in 

safety/mission-related activities. 

 

 
 

The component FMEDA sheet would be (extract): 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Component FMEDA Extract With Two CPUs Being Used For Safety  
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And the safety measure sheet: 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Safety Measures Worksheet Extract 

 

Therefore, the outputs from the FMEDA are the SPFM, LFM and PMHF FIT Rate plus a list of enabled safety 

measures such as “SM[HW]:CPU:TRICORE_LOCKSTEP”,  “SM[HW]:CPU:TRICORE_LOCKSTEP_SCC” etc.. 

 

2.2 Different Types Of Safety Measures 

Safety measures in the FMEDA and safety manual are classified as either a hardware (HW) safety mechanism 

“SM[HW]” or a software (SW) safety mechanism “SM[SW]” where the hardware involved is solely located inside 

the AURIX™ or the software has no dependency or interaction with anything outside of the AURIX™. There is 

another group of safety measures which use hardware that is outside of the AURIX™ or use software that has 

some dependency on an external device or hardware e.g. a window watchdog, redundant analogue inputs, port 

pins looped back in etc. These are the “External Safety Measures” (ESM).  These can be software external 

safety measures “ESM[SW]” or hardware-based, “ESM[HW]”. ESMs are application-specific and must be 

developed by the user, although some are implemented by the SafeTpack.   

 

Note: External Safety Measures were formerly known as “Assumptions of Use” or “AoU”. 

 

Safety measures (SM) can be of two types: 

 

1. Mechanisms to mitigate single points and residual faults that contribute to the Single-Point Fault Metric 

and are usually carried out continuously / repeated cyclically.  

 

2. Mechanisms to avoid dual-point faults from being latent which contribute to the Latent Fault Metric and 

are usually carried out once per ISO26262 driving cycle (8 hours). 
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To identify the different type of safety measures, following naming convention is followed:  

 

SM [HW]:<FunctionalBlock>:FunctionalSubBlock<Safety Mechanism>  

SM [SW]:<FunctionalBlock>:FunctionalSubBlock<Safety Mechanism>  

 

Or; 

 

ESM [HW]:<FunctionalBlock>:FunctionalSubBlock<Safety Mechanism>  

ESM [SW]:<FunctionalBlock>:FunctionalSubBlock<Safety Mechanism>  

 

In addition, there are Safety Mechanism Configurations (SMC) which are initialisation or configuration actions 

that the application software must perform to enable or correctly configure a safety mechanism built into the 

AURIX™ silicon. 

 

SMC[SW]:<FunctionalBlock>:FunctionalSubBlock<Safety Mechanism>  

 

Here are some examples of safety mechanisms. 

 

Example 1:  

SM[HW]:CPU:TRICORE_LOCKSTEP:  

Enable lockstep architecture to detect errors in CPU by comparing the states of the master and checker CPUs. 

 

Example 2:  

SM[HW]:CPU:TRICORE_LOCKSTEP.SCC:  

Test that the lockstep comparators are working using a HW-based fault injection mechanism 

 

Example 3:  

SM[HW]:CPU.DSPR:ERROR_CORRECTION:   

Enable HW to detect SRAM ECC errors. 

 

Example 5:  

SM[HW]:MCU:LBIST:  

LBIST (Logic Built-In Self Test) is a safety mechanism which executes after reset that tests the CPU logic to 

detect hard latent and multi-point faults. 

 

Example 6:  

SMC[SW]:MCU:LBIST_CFG:  

Configuration settings that determine how the LBIST will execute.  

 

Example 7:  

ESM[SW]:EVADC:DIVERSE_REDUNDANCY:  

Route safety-related analogue signals to separate inputs on different EVADC modules and compare the results. 

 

Example 8:  

ESM[SW]:IR:ISR_MONITOR:  

User-defined Program Flow Monitor (PFM) to demonstrate correct order of code execution arising from 

interrupts. 
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Safety manual lists all the possible safety measures using the above naming convention that might need to be 

taken to achieve the safety goals and should be consulted for guidance on how to implement diagnostic 

measures resulting from the FMEDA analysis.   

 

Some tests relate to the cores, CPU, SRAMs, FLASH, power supply, clock 

system, and cross-bar interconnect (SRI) etc. which are termed the “Vital Parts”.   

Others are application-dependent (ESM) parts and include I/O, peripherals, the 

peripheral bus, port pins etc. These measures must be created by the user and 

will be application-specific tests e.g. VADC, DMA, Program Flow Monitoring 

(PFM). Some ESMs are in SafeTpack, some must be coded by customer. 

Common application-specific ESMs are: 

 

ESM[SW]:DMA.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

DMA Monitor uses the Data CRC, Address CRC and Time Stamp hardware 

safety features of the DMA to verify the integrity of the data transfer. 

 

 
 

ESM[SW]:VMT:MBIST 

HtxVmtMbist performs Non-Destructive Test (NDT) on the selected RAMs using MTU. 

 

ESM[SW]:SYS:MCU_FW_CHECK  

Before entering the run mode, the Application SW evaluates the listed conditions in order to prove the FW 

execution terminated correctly upon: 

 

1. Cold PORST 

2. Warm PORST 

3. System Reset 

4. Application Reset 

 

There is a pre-calculated CRC based verification stage. 
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2.3 Hardware Platform For AURIX™ Safety Applications 

A typical hardware configuration for AURIX™ safety applications is given below. 

 

Voltage 
Monitoring

VReg

Vbat +12V

5V

32-bit Multi-Core 
MCU

AURIX

Time Window & 
Signature 
Watchdog

Safe State 
Control

VExt
FSP

Actuators

Actuators control

Error  
Monitoring

PORST

TLF35584

SS0

SS1

Digital Sensor Inputs

Analog Sensor Inputs

SPI

 
 

 

Figure 4 Typical AURIX™ Safety Hardware Arrangement 

 

The Vreg, Voltage Monitor, Time Window Watchdog, Error Monitoring, Safe State Control are all part of the 

TLF35584 combined power supply and safety monitor. This is specifically designed as a partner chip to the 

AURIX™. The TLF35584 has two “Safe State” pins which will be activated if the TLF35584 either receives 

incorrect signature values via SPI from SafeTpack or the AURIX’s safety management unit signals via the FSP 

(Fault Signalling Protocol) pin P33.8 that an error has occurred. 
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2.4 Summary Of Steps Required 

 

1. Work out safety goals from ISO26262-3 to get ASIL 

2. Get the target single point fault metric (SPFM) from ISO26262-5, Table 4 

3. Get the target latent fault metric (LFM) from ISO26262-5, Table 5 

4. Get the target failure rate (FIT) from ISO26262-5, Table 6 

5. Configure the Aurix FMEDA Component FMEDA worksheet with the details of the number of cores, 

peripherals, GPIO pins to be used by the application. 

6. Evaluate the Results Overview worksheet to see if the target SPFM, LFM and FIT rate are met. 

7. Enable safety mechanisms on the Safety Measures worksheet that reduce the SPF, LFM and FIT rate 

for single point and residual faults to meet the target values from above. 

8. Consult the safety manual to find out how to implement the safety measures 

 

Note: the last two steps may be repeated iteratively to arrive at an optimal solution 

2.5 What Next? 

You now have a set of safety mechanisms that will allow you to meet your safety goals. The next stage is to 

look up these measures in the AURIX™ safety manual. This will give you a high-level description of how the 

safety mechanism should be implemented. At this point you will be able to make some estimate of how much 

effort will be required to implement them. Some mechanisms appear to be easy to code but in reality they can 

be extremely awkward. The LBIST is a case in point (see below). If you are aiming at ASIL-D then you are likely 

to have to implement some mechanisms twice to allow a ASIL-B(D) decomposition under ISO26262, if you are 

to avoid a full scale ASIL-D development process. 

 

At higher ASILs, you will need to decide on the watchdog strategy. Whilst the on-chip safety watchdog (WDTS) 

combined with an external time window watchdog will provide most of the features required for ASIL-B and C, 

for ASIL-D, you will likely need to use an external window watchdog like the TLE9271or an external signature 

and window watchdog such as the TLF35584. In all cases, you will need to be able to use the SMU to collect 

silicon errors and refresh the watchdog based on error-free operation of the application and the silicon. This 

means using a signature value for each test which is compared against an expected value to prove proper 

operation. 

 

All of these tasks can amount to a very significant development effort and it will need to be in accordance with 

ISO26262.  The resulting safety management system will need to be extremely reliable and will need to be 

present in the application from a very early stage to give maximum running hours before final release. 
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3 What is SafeTpack? 

 

SafeTpack implements the tests of the built-in safety mechanisms for the “vital parts” of the AURIX™ 2G, as 

defined above. It ensures that CPUs are safe to run user’s application and is implemented as an AUTOSAR 

complex driver but can also be used by any AURIX™ application. Whilst SafeTpack is developed to ASIL-B, it 

can be used at ASIL-D, subject to additional special measures. Peripherals are application-dependent and tests 

for these must be implemented by the user. SafeTpack represents tens of man-years of effort by Hitex and 

would be uneconomic for individual customers to develop themselves, if the AURIX™ Safety Manual 

recommendations are to be implemented correctly.    

 

All tests report both a PASS/FAIL status (with an application callback) but also a unique signature value which is 

ultimately compared against an expected signature table in the external TLF35584 watchdog via a SPI Link. 

Therefore, there are two independent channels by which a failure can be signalled. 

 

For ASIL-D use, two specially coded and independent SFR tests are available which check that no critical SFR 

register value has changed unexpectedly. The signature outputs from these tests are checked using an external 

signature watchdog (e.g. TLF35584). The SPI channel to the watchdog need not be ASIL-D as any errors it 

introduces will be detected as an error by the TLF35584 (“black channel concept”). 

3.1 SafeTpack Package Contents 

SafeTpack is supplied as a makefile-based system but can be put into the Infineon BIFACES Eclipse, if 

required.  It is normally compiled into a library for linking with the main application. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5 SafeTpack Structure Viewed in Infineon BIFACES Eclipse 
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3.2 SafeTpack And The AURIX™ Safety Manual 

The AURIX™ Safety Manual lists a large number of safety mechanisms that may be required in your 

application. The exact ones to be used will have been determined via the FMEDA configuration developed 

previously. Generally, the higher the ASIL, the more of these safety measures you will need implement. The 

effort required to do this can be considerable.    

 

SafeTpack implements the following safety mechanisms to and ASIL-B standard, with an option for ASIL-D 

where necessary. 

Table 4 SafeTpack Implement Safety Mechanisms 

SMC[SW]:MCU:LBIST_CFG ESM[SW]:CPU.PSPR:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:MCU:LBIST_RESULT ESM[SW]:CPU.PTAG:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

SMC[SW]:PMS:MONBIST_CFG ESM[SW]:DMA.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:PMS:MONBIST_RESULT ESM[SW]:EMEM.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:SYS:MCU_FW_CHECK ESM[SW]:ERAY.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:SMU:ALIVE_ALARM_TEST ESM[SW]:GETH.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

SMC[SW]:VMT:MBIST ESM[SW]:GTM.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:VMT:MBIST ESM[SW]:HSPDM.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:DTS:DTS_RESULT ESM[SW]:LMU.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:SMU:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:MCMCAN.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:AMU.LMU_DAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:PSI5.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:CIF.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:SCR.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:CPU.DCACHE:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:SDMMC.RAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:CPU.DLMU:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:SPU.BUFFER:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:CPU.DSPR:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:SPU.CONFIG:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:CPU.DTAG:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:SPU.FFT:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

ESM[SW]:CPU.PCACHE:REG_MONITOR_TEST ESM[SW]:TRACE.TRAM:REG_MONITOR_TEST 

 

New safety mechanisms are being added to this list all the time so please check with Hitex if there any you need 

that are not listed above. 
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3.3 Configuring SafeTpack 

There are currently 34 possible tests each of which has multiple settings. Although the configurations ultimately 

exist in compilable header and source files, it is extremely hard to manage these manually from a simple text 

editor. This task is best handled by The Tresos Studio configuration management tool, included free of charge 

with SafeTpack. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6 Tresos Studio Configuring SafeTpack Sfr Test 

 

Tests can be both included or excluded and configured as required. Here the SfrTst test is configured to check 

for value 0x00000002 in the LMU0_RGN0_ACCENA (access by CPU0 in safe mode) and 0x00000006 in the 

LMU0_RGN0_ACCENB (access by CPU1 in safe mode). Configurations are stored in a database format. 

Tresos itself is an Eclipse plug-in.  [Check UM] 
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Figure 7 SafeTpack Internal Components 

 

Choice of watchdog type is heavily dependent on ASIL goal and usually the FMEDA outcome will determine 

watchdog type. The TLE35584 power regulator is widely used as it can power the AURIX™ and standard 

peripheral devices like CAN transceivers as well providing a signature and window watchdog function, suitable 

for up to ASIL-D.  It can use the FSP pin (p33.8) as a window watchdog toggle input so that the Aurix SMU can 

be connected directly to an external watchdog device. 
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Figure 8 SafeTpack Directory Structure 
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4 Starting AURIX™ Applications Using SafeTpack 

4.1 Safety Manual Recommendations 

The AURIX™ Safety Manual section 3 gives a recommended start-up procedure for safety applications. This is 

a multi-stage process and requires the use of the Infineon’s built-in tests LBIST, MBIST and MONBIST.  

SafeTpack implements this as shown below.   

 

Implemented by SafeTpack

HW Safety MechanismAnalog Startup

SM[HW]:PMS:PBIST

PORST deasserted

SSW RAM INIT

SM[SW]:FW:MCU_STARTUP_PREOS_SSW

SM[HW]:MCU:LBIST

SMC[SW]:MCU:LBIST_CFG

ESM[SW]:SYS:MCU_FW_CHECK

ESM[SW]:SYS:MCU_STARTUP

ESM[SW]:SMU:ALIVE_ALARM_TEST

ESM[SW]:SMU:REG_MONITOR_TEST

SMC[SW]:VMT:MBIST

SM[HW]:VMT:MBIST

ESM[SW]:VMT:MBIST

Enable All SMU Alarms

Application SW 
continue

Boot Phase

Application Startup phase

Application SW startup

SM[HW]:MCU:LBIST
(if not executed by SSW)

ESM[SW]:MCU:LBIST_RESULT

SMC[SW]:PMS:MONBIST_CFG

SM[HW]PMS:MONBIST

User-Application

ESM[SW]:PMS:MONBIST_RESULT

LBIST-retry
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4.2 Handling the AURIX™ Built-In Self Tests 

There are a number of self-test systems built into the Aurix 2G.  These require some software to make use of.  
SafeTpack provides convenient drivers for them 

4.2.1 LBIST  

The LBIST is a safety mechanism which executes structural test and checks the MCU digital logic to detect hard 

latent and multi-point faults. It does not test the SRAM, DFLASH or PFLASH so these need to be tested 

separately using the MBIST. This is a very low-level test of the logic gates in the AURIX™ CPU and the current 

CPU state is lost. This includes all internal registers, RAM etc. After the test, the CPU is effectively in a cold 

reset state and must be completely re-initialised. It can be configured to run automatically at each power-on or 

be triggered by the application software. This choice is made by the user via the Boot Mode Headers located in 

the AURIX™ UCB area at 0xAF40000. 

 

Superficially the LBIST is easy to use but there are a 

few hidden catches which in practice make it difficult to 

use in accordance with the AURIX™ Safety Manual 

requirements, especially at ASIL-C and ASIL-D. The 

LBIST output is a 32-bit signature value that must be 

compared with a predetermined value. Here SafeTpack 

has this set to 0x1432deb.  However before doing this, 

two SFR bits must be checked 

(LBISTCTRL0.LBISTDONE,  RSTSTAT.LBTERM) for 

‘1’ to prove that the LBIST completed successfully and 

that the signature returned is valid.  If either bit is ‘0’ then this implies that the LBIST failed to execute correctly.  

This could be for three reasons; either there was a soft error in the CPU core or some outside influence upset 

the test. In the case of the latter, one characteristic of the LBIST is that it can result in an unusually intense logic 

gate activity which would not occur during normal program execution. This can cause the AURIX™ to draw a 

higher than expected current that could potentially cause power supply instability, which then results in an 

LBIST failure. In addition, a genuine hard error may exist that would cause the returned 32-bit signature to be 

incorrect.  Whether it is the external upset mechanism or a soft or a hard error that causes the LBIST failure, the 

AURIX™ Safety Manual demands that the LBIST is re-run at least twice more to ensure that soft errors and 

external effects can be distinguished from hard errors. If three failures are encountered, then the AURIX™ 

device must be considered as defective and should not continue execution. 

 

To implement this strategy requires some means of storing the number of previous LBIST attempts. However, 

as the LBIST destroys all data in every SFR and RAM location, keeping a count of the attempts is extremely 

difficult. Fortunately, the SafeTpack provides a means to implement the Safety Manual recommendations using 

a proprietary technique developed by Hitex. 

 

A further issue related to the LBIST is that the ASIL of the application software that manages the LBIST 

signature check and any re-try mechanism must be developed to the same ASIL as the main application. 

Therefore, an ASIL-B application must manage the LBIST using a driver developed to ASIL-B. The problem 

comes at higher ASILs. ASIL-D applications often rely on decomposition to ASIL-B(D) for any safety-related 

functions and this approach is used by SafeTpack by making redundant evaluations of the signature result. 

4.2.1.1 Safety Manual References 

SMC[SW]:MCU:LBIST_CFG 

ESM[SW]:MCU:LBIST_RESULT 
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4.2.2 Using The MBIST (Memory Built-In-Self-Test) 

Each SRAM in this Platform has some digital logic surrounding it, known as SRAM Support Hardware (SSH). 

An SSH is a hardware block which controls the Error Detection & Correction plus the MBIST of internal 

memories. 

 

LBIST does not test the SRAMs & PFLASH & DFLASH areas so the RAMs (DSPRx, DMUx, LMUx and DAM) 

must be tested separately by the MTU (memory test unit). The MTU replaces traditional hand-coded march-1s 

RAM tests etc.  It is much faster (100x) but requires special driver to use, contained in SafeTpack.  This driver 

performs a non-destructive test of the RAMs.  The Memory Test Unit (MTU) controls and monitors the test, 

initialization and data integrity checking functions of the various internal memories in the device.  The SRAM 

redundancy registers are part of the LBIST scan chain and are hence corrupted and so the SRAM contents are 

not reliable after LBIST has run and must be initialised by MBIST prior to usage. 

4.2.2.1 Safety Manual References 

SMC[SW]:VMT:MBIST 

ESM[SW]:VMT:MBIST 

4.2.3 Handling the MONBIST 

MONBIST performed after PORST and PBIST and looks for potential faults on secondary voltage monitors and 

associated alarm paths and the FSP error pin (P33.8) routed to the stand-by SMU. The results of test must be 

checked by application (SafeTpack) against expected values. 

4.2.3.1 Safety Manual References 

SM[HW]:PMS:MONBIST 

SMC[SW]:PMS:MONBIST_CFG 

ESM[SW]:PMS:MONBIST_RESULT 

4.2.4 Configuring the SMU 

SMU driver is derived from the Infineon MCAL CD package. It can be used to realise SMC[SW]:SMU:CONFIG 

from the safety manual and allows the user to configure internal and external actions for SMU alarms 

4.2.4.1 Safety Manual references 

SMC[SW]:SMU:CONFIG 

4.2.5 Additional Startup Tests 

SafeTpack implements many other startup test which are not covered here.  Please refer to the SafeTpack User 

Manual for a complete list of supported startup tests. 

4.3 Cyclic/Run Time Tests  

Whilst most SafeTpack tests are run at startup, there are some which must be executed periodically during 

normal execution.  Two such tests are the SFR checks and the die temperature test. 
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4.3.1 Redundant Cyclic SFR Tests 

One of the most basic periodic safety checks that must be carried out is verifying the values in critical SFRs 

does not randomly change or become otherwise corrupted.  This is done through the HtxSfrCmpTst and the 

HtxSfrCrcTst modules.  Each of these functions is developed to ASIL-B. 

 

HtxSfrCmpTst compares predefined, safety-related SFRs with 

an expected value.  If the value is not correct, it returns a bad 

32-bit signature value which will ultimately cause the 

watchdog to trip.  HtxSfrCrcTst compares the 32-bit CRC of 

the SFR contents with an expected value.  As before, if the 

value is not correct, it returns a bad 32-bit signature value 

which will ultimately cause the watchdog to trip.  As we have 

two ASIL-B tests running together, the overall check of the 

SFR value can be claim to be ASIL-B(D). 

 

Here the SfrTst test is configured to check for (0x13810000 & 

0x10000) in the SCU_RSTSTAT (PORST bit).  If this bit 

becomes set, it would indicate that an unexpected reset had 

occurred.  This would be serious error and might require the 

system to be put into a safe state by the external watchdog. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Tresos Studio Configuring SafeTpack Sfr Test Of SCU_RSTSTAT. 

 
The SafeTpack test handler automatically runs the Sfr tests according to an user-defined schedule. 

4.3.2 Die Temperature Test 

According to ESM[SW]:DTS:DTS_RESULT, the application must check and compare the two die temperature 

sensor readings at startup to detect latent faults.  It must also periodically check the them reveal any single point 

faults.  If the difference in the readings is too great, an error is detected, causing a bad signature to be returned 

that then would cause the watchdog to trip. 

 

The SafeTpack test handler automatically runs the die temperature tests according to an user-defined schedule. 
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5 SafeTpack Add-Ons  

 
SafeTpack may be extended to include additional safety checks that are then integrated into its error handling 
system.  This allows additional application-specific hardware tests to make use of the existing safety watchdog 
subsystem, regardless of whether an internal or an external watchdog is being used. 

5.1 Internal Aurix Safety Watchdog Driver 

The SafeTpack watchdog interface module allows selection of the supported watchdog drivers, both internal 

(on-chip) and external. It abstracts the underlying watchdog driver to provide a generalised interface which can 

be selected from Tresos.  

 

 

Figure 10 Select Watchdog Type And Expected Signatures 

 

There are APIs for the following internal watchdog functions are provided: 

Table 5 Internal Watchdog API Functions 

Init 

DeInit 

Activate 

GetState 

GetSeed 

Service 
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5.2 TLF35584 External Watchdog Driver 

The optional SafeTpack watchdog driver provides the APIs for the SPI-controlled function of the TLF35584: 

Table 6 TLF35584 Watchdog SPI Functions 

Init GetWdgInfo 

DeInit GetErrCntr 

Activate UserRequest 

GetState GetJobResult 

GetSeed   

Service   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Configure TLF35584 watchdog functionality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Select SPI configuration and configure watchdog parameters 
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Figure 13 TLF35584 specific configuration and QSPI global configuration 

5.3 Program Flow Monitor Add-On: ESM[SW]:CPU:SOFTERR_MONITOR 

SafeTpack’s watchdog driver and the optional Program Flow Monitor module can be used to realise: 

 

ESM[SW]:SYS:SW_SUPERVISION 

ESM[SW]:CPU:SOFTERR_MONITOR 

 

This provides run-phase logical and temporal supervision of safety critical software. It uses the SafeTlib’s run-

phase test signature system to report errors and can handle a pre-emptive multi-tasking environment used to 

schedule the safety critical software. It generates a 32-bit signature that is consolidated with the signatures from 

SafeTpack and uses it to service the internal or external safety watchdog. It is required to meet ISO26262-5, 

table D.2.9.5. 
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5.4 TLF35584 Startup Test Add-On 

This driver implements the functionality to test the TLF35584 external watchdog as per its Safety Manual. This 

is often overlooked but is essential if the TLF35584’s safety functions are to be used. 

 

The ABIST (Analog Built-In Self Tests) are based on two functions, Htx_TLF_ABIST_SSP() and  

Htx_TLF_ABIST_INT().  These test the comparator and evaluation logic related to the monitoring functions 

contributing to the activation of the Secondary Safety Shutdown path and Interrupt generation. 

 

There is also a window watchdog test and a functional (signature) watchdog test.  There is also a test to prove 

the correct operation of the error pin monitor, usually connected to the Aurix FSP pin, plus the reset signal and 

the activation of safe state output pins. 

5.5 SBST Add-Ons 

The Infineon SBSTs (Software Built-In Self Tests) for the CPUs and the SPUs (Signal Processing Units) are 

required when a non-lockstep CPU (or SPU) core is used for safety-related functions.  SafeTpack can be used 

to host both of them to realise  ESM[SW]:CPU:SBST and ESM[SW]:SPU:SBST. They are run as additional 

start-up tests.   They are supplied by Infineon as finished linkable object files which are then integrated into the 

SafeTpack application build process.   
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6 Integrating SafeTpack Into An Existing Application 

 

To be in a position to integrate SafeTpack into the application, you will need to have a fully defined set of 

hardware and software safety requirements based on the technical safety concept.  These must have been 

entered into the “AURIXTM FMEDA Safety Measures” sheet to show that the targeted FIT, Single Point Fault and 

Latent Fault Metrics can be achieved. 

 

1. Identified the Hardware Safety Mechanisms to be enabled/used 

2. Identified the ESMs to be implemented; this covers the SafeTpack tests to be used 

3. Identified measures to avoid dependent failures 

4. Identified the logical and temporal monitoring mechanisms e.g. use of AURIXTM internal watchdog 

and/or external watchdog device such as the TLF35584? 

6.1 Step-1: Configuration of SafeTpack using Tresos 

 

1. Refer to SafeTpack user manual “AURIX2G_SafeTpack_UserManual.pdf” for details of each of the 

configuration parameters. The start-up tests and the cyclic runtime tests must be configured to suit the 

application. 

2. Configure the parameters of all the required SafeTpack tests to run in the Start-up phase. 

3. Configure “SfrTst” module 

with all the SFRs which need 

to be monitored cyclically 

during the Run phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test Manager
Error check;
Signature consolidation;

Test Handler

Startup Tests Runtime Tests

Define Startup Test Groups Define Runtime Test Groups

StartupTestGroup0

StartupTestGroup0

StartupTestGroupN

TestA, TestB, …

TestM, TestN, …

TestX, TestY, …

RuntimeTestGroup0

RuntimeTestGroup1

RuntimeTestGroupN

Tests, CoreId, SmuSwAlarmId

Tests, CoreId, SmuSwAlarmId

Tests, CoreId, SmuSwAlarmId
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4. Configure start-up tests.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Configure Startup Test Groups. 
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6. Map Startup Tests to Startup Test Group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Configure Run time tests (tests that run cyclically). These are things like the regular check of the die 

temperature sensor and safety-related SFR checks. 
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8. Configure Runtime test groups. 

 

 

9. Map Runtime tests to runtime group. 
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6.2 Step-2: Compile 

Generate the configuration source files (cfg.h & cfg.c files) and then compile the application. 

6.3 Step-3: Signature Check 

Evaluate test execution by recording the signatures returned by each test when no errors have occurred (E_OK 

status returned). The 32-bit test overall test execution signature will be based on these values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Expected 32-bit signatures 

 

Test Group Signatures and Watchdog Signature Masks are generated by Tresos based on the Test 

Handler configuration. 
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6.4 Step-4: AoUs 

Refer to SafeTpack user manual and take care of the Prerequisites and Assumptions of Use (ESM) specified for 

each of the configured tests.         

 

For example: 
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6.5 Step-5: Interrupts/Traps 

Interrupts and Traps: Update as required for the project. 

 

1. Interrupt configurations (Priority, Type of Service etc.) are defined in Irq_Cfg.h 

2. SMU ISRs are defined in SmuIntHandler.c 

3. STM ISRs are defined in Stm.c 

4. Used in support files – StpRefApp.c via Test_Time.c 

5. QSPI ISRs are defined in HtxTLF35584.c 

6. TSRs (Trap Service Routines) are defined in Traps.c 

6.6 Step-6: External Safety Measures/Assumptions of Use 

Implement all the required Assumption of Use (AoU) from the FMEDA which are not covered by SafeTpack. For 

example, 

 

1. ESM[SW]:DMA:SUPERVISION 

 

The Application SW configures the DMA (e.g. assignment of DMA channels to resource partitions), supervises 

the DMA (e.g. DMA clock control) and resolves all DMA errors. If the DMA triggers an alarm or the Application 

SW reports an error (i.e. ESM[SW]:DMA:ADDRESS_CRC, ESM[SW]:DMA:DATA_CRC,  

ESM[SW]:DMA:TIMESTAMP or ESM[SW]:DMA:ERROR_HANDLING), the Application SW triggers the most 

appropriate reaction, which depends on the ASIL allocation of the Application SW task which signalled the error 

and other Application SW constraints.  

 

The actions taken by ESM[SW]:DMA:SUPERVISION may include repeating the DMA transaction with a 

redundant DMA channel to check the results, applying a DMA channel reset and restarting the DMA channel, 

applying a system reset, etc. 

 

2. ESM[HW]:MCU:LBIST_MONITOR 
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3. ESM[SW]:EVADC:DIVERSE_REDUNDANCY 

 

The user implements redundant independent analogue input channels (“mission channel” and “monitor 

channel”) using different A/D converters for each safety-relevant input signal though a suitable hardware design. 

The Application SW compares the redundant result values from the mission channel and monitor channel 

against each other and against system-specific limit values (see ESM[SW]:EVADC:PLAUSIBILITY 

and ESM[SW]:EVADC:VAREF_PLAUSIBILITY in the Safety Manual). If the redundant result values are not 

within a defined band of each other, the Application SW notifies the system about the presence of a fault. The 

error notification and reaction is Application-specific. 

 

 

4. Program Flow Monitor: ESM[SW]:IR:ISR_MONITOR 

 

Provides run-phase Logical and Temporal supervision of safety critical software, mainly aimed at monitoring 

interrupt-driven tasks. It uses the SafeTlib’s run-phase test signature system to report errors. It can handle a 

pre-emptive multi-tasking environment used to schedule the safety critical software. The Program Flow Monitor 

is normally used to detect missing or unintended service requests for safety-related interrupts.  It generates a 

32-bit signature that is consolidated with the signatures from SafeTpack and uses it to service the internal or 

external safety watchdog. It is required to meet ISO26262-5, table D.2.9.5. 
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7 Summary 

 

SafeTpack ensures that the AURIXTM second generation device is ready to execute safety application by 

implementing 34 “vital parts” tests. It provides an easy means to service internal and external watchdogs and 

can be extended to include user-defined application-specific tests.   

 

It is recommended that the SafeTpack is added into the application as early as possible. Adding it to a large 

existing application can be much harder to implement compared to including it from the start. Also having 

SafeTpack present from day one ensures maximum running hours before final release, giving “Increased 

Confidence From Use”.  

7.1 Getting Help With Aurix Safety Software 

To speed up the integration of SafeTpack into your applications, engineering consultancy services are available 

from Hitex.  This can include adding support for external watchdog devices, other than those supplied by 

Infineon or implementing application-specific External Safety Measures (ESM). 
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